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New South Wales-Police 

STATEMENT in the matter of: 

Death of Ken BRENNAN 

P.190 
'2 5 

Place: Onslow Ave 

Elizabeth Bay. 

Date : 18 June 1995 

Name: Pamela BOYER-GOOCHE 

Address: Known to Detective LOONE Tel. No.: 

Occupation: STATES:-

1. This statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence 

which I would be prepared, if necessary, to give in court as a 

witness. The statement is true to the best of my knowledge and 

belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in 

evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully 

stated anything which I know to be false'br -do not believe to be 

true. 

2. I am 50 years of age. 

3. I am a resident of Onslow Avenue, Elizabeth Bay. I 

have resided here for the last four years and I currently live 

by myself. 

4. On Sunday the 11th of June, 1995, I remained home for most 

of the day. During the day I spent sometime with a neighbour 

. I can remember it was about twenty seven 

minutes past four in the afternoon and I had to go out up to the 

shops so I could buy some food. I can remember exactly the time 

because my watch is not right so I looked at the clock in the 

kitchen and it read 4.27pm. I entered the lift and travelled 

down to the 3rd floor which is the level where you enter the 

apartments from Onslow Avenue. As I got out of the lift I saw a 

gentleman whom I had seen around before and I assumed that he 

lived here. This gentleman was walking to the lift. As he passed 

me I said,' G'day'. This person smiled and nodded his head. 
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5. When I saw this gentleman he was already inside the front 

floor of the building in the foyer. I can recall that he was 

wearing a white business type shirt and a pair of dark trousers. 

I think he was wearing a tie. When I saw this person I can say 

that it was about 4.30pm. 

6. On Tuesday the 13th of June, 1995, I spoke with a female 

Detective. She asked me some questions and later left. On 

Thursday the 15 June, 1995, I contacted the Kings Cross 

Detectives and told them something (That In had seen the 

deceased in the foyer near the lift about 4.30pm on Sunday). 

7. On Sunday the 18th of June, 1995, Detective LOONE from 

Kings Cross attended my apartment where I made a statement in 

relation to this. 

Witnes Signature. 


